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Abstract
Transformer encoder models exhibit strong
performance in single-domain applications.
However, in a cross-domain situation, using
a sub-word vocabulary model results in subword overlap. This is an issue when there is
an overlap between sub-words that share no
semantic similarity between domains. We hypothesize that alleviating this overlap allows
for a more effective modeling of multi-domain
tasks; we consider the biomedical and general
domains in this paper. We present a study on
reducing sub-word overlap by scaling the vocabulary size in a Transformer encoder model
while pretraining with multiple domains. We
observe a significant increase in downstream
performance in the general-biomedical crossdomain from a reduction in sub-word overlap.
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Introduction

Contemporary language models are pretrained on
massive, linguistically diverse corpora (Lan et al.,
2020; Devlin et al., 2019a). It is not uncommon for
these models to excel at benchmark downstream
tasks (Wang et al., 2019a), given the use of contextual representations (Devlin et al., 2019b) that
are trained on a variety of source domains—a term
used to describe a distribution of language on a
given topic or genre (for example BIOMEDICAL,
SCIENTIFIC)—or GENERAL domain. However, the
benefit of GENERAL domain pretraining for specialized application is questionable, as applying
these language models (Gu et al., 2020) to specialized tasks is worse than using specialized counterparts (Beltagy et al., 2019). This degradation
still occurs after sequential pretraining on specialized domains (Shin et al., 2020) when fine-tuned
(updates to pretraining) to downstream tasks.
We hypothesize some of this degradation lies in
the use of a sub-word vocabulary (Si et al., 2019).
Sub-word vocabularies (Sennrich et al., 2016; Wu
et al., 2016a,b) allow for efficient modeling of a

source language distribution with a limited vocabulary size. However, problematically sub-words
can be shared between different words—for example hypotension and hypocritical—with different
meanings. This potentially conflates the vector representation of a sub-word (or wordpiece) causing
sub-word overlap. When this overlap occurs with
sub-words appearing in multiple domain contexts
we call this cross-domain sub-word overlap.
As a pilot empirical study, we investigate reducing cross-domain sub-word overlap, by increasing
vocabulary size, in language models pretrained in
the GENERAL and BIOMEDICAL cross-domain. To
evaluate the effect of sub-word overlap, general
and biomedical domain benchmarks are used in
this study as the task distribution includes different linguistic phenomena such as grammar, sentiment, textual similarity, natural language inference (Wang et al., 2019a). Interestingly, we find
that disjoint sub-word vocabulary sets are not ideal.
Some sub-word overlap is necessary and unavoidable, and a different level of overlap is ideal for
each target domain. We also find a positive trend
occurs when reducing cross-domain sub-word overlap, suggesting that there is a trade-off depending
on the target downstream task and domain.
To better understand the results, we look at the
impact of the pretraining data domain on downstream benchmark performance. Surprisingly, we
found that inclusion of the general domain with a
specialized domain improves downstream performance for that specialized domain’s tasks, but not
the other way around. This suggests that specialized domains should be trained in tandem with a
general one.
Our contribution is a pilot study that investigates
a pretraining strategy to reduce cross-domain subword overlap between GENERAL and BIOMEDICAL
domains. We train cross-domain language models
with varied vocabulary sizes and evaluate them on
downstream classification tasks. We show that a

significant improvement can be achieved on two
benchmark datasets ((Wang et al., 2019a), (Peng
et al., 2019)) when reducing overlap. Further experiments point to the importance of selecting appropriate pretraining data for specialized domains.
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Related Work

We discuss strategies from the literature to adapt the
GENERAL domain language model, in particular a
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) encoder (Devlin
et al., 2019b), to a specialized domain.
Domain-specific pretraining Many studies
have adapted BERT, a popular Transformer encoder, to a specialized domain. However, as BERT
was pretrained with a general domain sub-word
vocabulary and trained on general domain data
(BookCorpus and Wikipedia), domain adaptation
is needed. For example, in the BIOMEDICAL
domain, BioBERT (Lee et al., 2019) benefited
from additional pretraining of the pretrained BERT
model on academic biomedical corpora (PubMed
Open Access and MEDLINE), showing a marked
improvement on downstream biomedical tasks.
DAPT (Gururangan et al., 2020) showed similar
improvements.
However, BioBERT’s approach was less effective in clinical applications; thus, ClinicalBERT (Alsentzer et al., 2019) was trained on
domain-specific clinical corpora to improve upon
downstream clinical tasks.
Similarly, BlueBERT (Peng et al., 2019) was pretrained on a
combination of domain-specific data, including
PubMed abstracts and clinical notes. However,
these approaches were only specialized for narrow
task distributions rather than the entire BIOMEDI CAL domain (Nguyen et al., 2019) and were trained
sequentially (general to biomedical) rather than
combined initially, which may suffer from effects
such as catastrophic forgetting (McCloskey and
Cohen, 1989).
Vocabulary Insertion Other studies considered
extending a Transformer-based model’s vocabulary
without repeating the expensive pretraining step. In
particular, one study replaced unused vocabulary elements with medical suffixes and prefixes (Nguyen
et al., 2019). Additional pretraining steps were
used so that the model learned the new vocabulary. They found that vocabulary insertion did not
help as much as an increase in pretraining data. A
similar observation is found by Shin et al. (2020)

and Beltagy et al. (2019). However, another study
using a domain-specific tokenizer for vocabulary
insertion (Tai, 2019) found improvements in the
German legal domain. However, improvements
from vocabulary insertion are minimal, as there is
still an interaction between the original vocabulary
embeddings and the embeddings added during the
fine-tuning step, resulting in sub-word overlap.
Wang et al. (2019b) proposes an enrichment
of the BERT vocabulary by using embeddings
from other models and learns a projection to the
BERT embedding space in a multilingual setting.
exBERT (Tai et al., 2020) extends the embedding dimension with domain-specific vocabulary.
The model’s original weights and embeddings
are frozen during extended vocabulary training.
Within the same class of approaces, (Poerner et al.,
2020) propose a method where general domain embeddings are aligned with target-domain-specific
word2vec embeddings. However, vocabulary insertion approaches circumvent the pretraining stage
with domain-specific data which may potentially
be more important than a vocabulary change (Shin
et al., 2020).
Domain-specific vocabulary pretraining An
extension to these methods is to pretrain on a target
domain corpus with a custom vocabulary. SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019) showed that pretraining
from scratch with a domain-specific vocabulary is
better than a general-purpose vocabulary despite
having fewer combined pretraining examples. Similarly, BioMegatron (Shin et al., 2020) showed that
a larger custom vocabulary is useful for biomedical
named entity recognition tasks and that a domainspecific vocabulary is more valuable than a larger
model. They also show that a larger vocabulary size
caused a reduction in over-segmentation, a problem that occurs when using a general vocabulary
on specialized tasks (Chalkidis et al., 2020) that
increases sub-word overlap.
Our work is a pilot study that extends upon
domain-specific vocabulary pretraining to investigate cross-domain sub-word modeling. We pretrain models with varying vocabulary sizes to reduce sub-word overlap. In particular, we focus on
cross-domain pretraining, which was previously
unexplored in vocabulary experiments.
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Datasets and Tasks

We use the combined English snapshot of
Wikipedia (a proxy for the general domain) and

PubMed Open Access Full-Text corpora (biomedical domain) taken on the 1st of April 2020 for pretraining the language models and tokenizers. The
PubMed corpus, consisting of 8.3 billion tokens,
is preprocessed to remove references, while the
Wikipedia corpus, consisting of 2.0 billion tokens,
is extracted and cleaned with wikiextractor (Attardi, 2015). We use this pretraining data combination as a cross-domain proxy of the GENERAL and
BIOMEDICAL domain. We use the training and validation sets of the GLUE benchmark (Wang et al.,
2019a) to fine-tune our models for general domain
benchmarking. Likewise, we use the publicly available subset of the BLUE tasks collection for the
biomedical domain (Peng et al., 2019).
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Experiments

We perform pretraining with a cross-domain corpus with the ALBERT model, which results in a
high degree of cross-domain sub-word overlap. In
addition, we experiment with models that have different vocabulary sizes (5000 to 100,000), each
with a varying degree of sub-word overlap during
pretraining. In Transformer models, the embedding
dimension is coupled with the model’s hidden dimension, causing the vocabulary size to control the
model size—a larger vocabulary size exponentially
increases the model’s size. To remedy this, we
use the ALBERT model (Lan et al., 2020), which
projects the embedding dimension to a latent vocabulary dimension before projecting it to the model’s
hidden dimension. This projection allows scaling
of the vocabulary size without significantly impacting the model’s size.
Task performance and vocabulary size After
pretraining, for each vocabulary size, we then evaluate our language models on downstream BLUE
and GLUE benchmark datasets to determine how
downstream performance is affected by the amount
of sub-word overlap.
Determining Sub-word Overlap To determine
the amount of sub-word overlap in relation to vocabulary size, we tokenize each general domain
and biomedical task in GLUE and BLUE for each
vocabulary size and compute the Jaccard index (Jaccard, 1912). The GLUE and BLUE tasks, are used
as a cross-domain proxy between the GENERAL
and BIOMEDICAL domains.
Experimental Setup For each model (vocabulary size |V |), we train a separate tokenizer using

Byte-Pair Encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016). We
use masked language modeling to train the largest
model, ALBERT|V =100,000| , on the combined corpora of Wikipedia and PubMed for two weeks using four V100 GPUs with an effective batch size
of 256. We use the LAMB (You et al., 2020) optimizer and a maximum model sequence length of
512. All other hyperparameters are left as default,
as described by Lan et al. (2020). For each model,
we select the checkpoint such that validation performance (perplexity) is equal for all models. We
then evaluate each model on both general domain
and biomedical benchmark tasks. Specifically, we
fine-tune each model for a maximum of 15 epochs
for all the biomedical tasks, taking the best model
on the validation set for inference over the test set.
For the general domain tasks, to reduce overfitting (false convergence), we train each task for five
epochs and report the validation performance as
the test set labels are not publicly available.
However, scaling vocabulary size itself can lead
to performance increases (Shin et al., 2020). Hence,
we use the checkpoint where validation performance for masked language modeling is equal
across all models; meaning that all models have
similar capacity for language modeling with the
only difference being vocabulary size during downstream updates via fine-tuning. The increase in
parameter count due to vocabulary embeddings is
negligible as the embeddings are all projected into
the same sized latent dimension before being used
by the model.
The classification layer used is created for each
individual task and is not shared by any model. We
use the default classification layer, with the correct
label output layer as provided by the huggingface
library (Wolf et al., 2019).

|V |
5000
10000
20000
30000
40000
50000
60000
70000
80000
90000
100000

CoLA

MNLI

MRPC

QNLI

QQP

RTE

SST-2

STS-B

WNLI

13.7
12.8
9.30
20.7
14.8
15.3
16.9
17.4
17.3
21.2
21.9

64.9
70.1
70.8
70.6
71.2
71.1
71.4
71.0
71.0
71.1
71.3

79.6
79.3
78.6
78.4
80.9
79.2
77.3
79.3
80.3
80.1
79.0

64.3
67.4
78.8
78.8
78.7
79.5
79.6
78.8
79.0
79.6
79.0

75.7
79.9
81.5
81.3
80.0
80.9
80.3
79.7
81.3
81.2
80.4

56.7
51.3
51.6
54.9
54.5
54.5
53.1
55.6
53.8
50.2
52.4

78.0
80.5
83.4
83.1
82.3
83.4
82.1
85.7
84.8
84.3
83.7

17.7
19.9
61.0
63.7
21.3
28.9
25.6
26.9
31.0
25.8
34.5

53.5
33.8
46.5
56.3
43.7
46.5
42.3
36.6
56.3
56.3
46.5

Table 1: Evaluation of the general domain tasks against
varied |V | of the ALBERT model.

|V |

Jaccard Index

5000
10000
20000
30000
40000
50000
60000
70000
80000
90000
100000

94.6
87.8
73.8
62.8
54.6
48.2
43.0
38.9
35.6
32.8
30.4

Num. Overlaps

Num. Overlaps/|V |

4710
8730
14600
18480
21200
23100
24360
25200
25840
26280
26600

94.2%
87.3%
73.0%
61.6%
53.0%
46.2%
40.6%
36.0%
32.3%
29.2%
26.6%

|V | in use
99.5%
99.5%
99.0%
98.2%
97.1%
95.8%
94.4%
92.7%
90.8%
89.1%
87.3%

Domain

Task

S

L

L-S

General Domain

CoLA
MNLI
MRPC
QNLI
QQP
RTE
SST-2
STS-B
WNLI

14.3
69.5
79.4
73.6
79.7
53.8
81.5
36.7
46.8

14.7
71.1†
79.6
79.3
80.6
53.5
84.0†
28.8
47.5

+0.40
+1.60
+0.20
+5.70
+0.90
-0.50
+2.50
-7.90
+0.70

Biomedical

biosses
chemprot
DDI
HoC
MedNLI

13.6
59.4
66.9
81.4
67.6

19.0
65.2
71.2†
82.1
70.2†

+5.40
+5.80
+4.30
+0.70
+2.60

Table 2: Jaccard Index and overlap proportion for varying vocabulary sizes.

Results and Discussion

We trained masked language models of varying vocabulary sizes, each with its own degree of subword overlap and evaluate on downstream general and biomedical language understanding benchmarks. We found that cross-domain sub-word overlap reduction benefited the cross-domain between
the general (Table 1) and biomedical domain (Figure 1) as sub-word overlap decreased (Table 2).
In terms of sub-word overlap, we find that the
Jaccard index decreases sharply with vocabulary
size (Table 2), indicating that biomedical and general domain tasks share common elements. This
overlap decreases rapidly, especially at larger vocabularies (26.6% overlap at |V | = 100, 000). A
similar overlap percentage is reported by Beltagy
et al. (2019) when measuring overlap between scientific and general domain vocabulary.
We also report the sub-word overlap proportional
to vocabulary size (Table 2) and observe that it also
falls sharply in a similar pattern. Although subword overlap proportion decreases, at least 87.3%
of the vocabulary is still used, meaning vocabulary
elements are not underused. Generally, reducing
the overlap from approximately 60% Jaccard Index
(|V | < 30000) to 40% (|V | ≥ 70000) increases
effectiveness in the biomedical domain while producing small improvements in the general domain
Benchmark
BLUE
(F1)
GLUE
(Acc)

Pretraining Corpora
Wiki
PubMed
PubMed+Wiki

Effectiveness
0.6973
0.6706
0.7186†

Wiki
PubMed
PubMed+Wiki

0.7090
0.7060
0.6906

Table 3: Pretraining data selection and downstream
benchmark performance. BLUE is measured in terms
of F1-score, while GLUE is measured in Accuracy.
The BLUE benchmarks have a confidence interval
higher than 0.95 using a sign test.

Table 4: Performance of vocabulary sizes larger (L)
than 50,000, and vocabulary sizes smaller (S) than
50,000 on language understanding general (GLUE) and
biomedical (BLUE) tasks. An independent t-test is
used to calculate statistical significance (P < 0.05) denoted by †. Metrics are given in Appendix 8.2.
.
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Figure 1: Evaluation of the biomedical tasks against
varied |V |. A bold blue circle indicates the peak of the
curve.

(Table 1). This indicates that reducing sub-word
overlap does not reduce vocabulary usage and that
downstream fine-tuning with a larger vocabulary
size alleviates overlap and improves performance.
However, we find that few tasks perform best
with a maximal separation of the biomedical and
general domain vocabulary, with the only tasks
performing well are CoLA (grammar detection),
MedNLI (inference classification) and DDI (relation extraction). This suggests that a degree of overlap in a cross-domain is beneficial and that these
domains share similarities. This shared similarity
is also observed by Toews and Holland (2019).
BLUE tasks seem to benefit from a larger separation of vocabularies, as suggested by an improved F1-score with increased vocabulary size

(|V |) in Figure 1. However, this benefit is less
significant for GLUE tasks, as validation model
selection (used in BLUE) could not be applied.
We find that GLUE results are worse when using
combined (PubMed+Wiki) rather than individual
pretraining corpora (see Table 3), while interestingly, the opposite appears to be true for BLUE.
However, both benchmarks together show that the
pretraining data and a larger vocabulary size helps
in a cross-domain setting. Though it does not significantly hurt performance in the general domain, it
significantly improves performance in the biomedical domain. Interestingly, pretraining with PubMed
alone performed worse than pretraining with the
Wikipedia corpus. A detailed table of results can
be found in Appendix 5.
We observe that inference tasks fared better with
a larger vocabulary (Table 4), indicating that inference tasks are more affected by sub-word overlap.
For textual entailment (RTE) and paraphrase detection (QQP), larger |V | had no positive effect. For
SST-B (Textual Similarity) the model overfits as
data size is small compared to the other tasks. Furthermore, while the default |V | in transformers is
30,000, only a few tasks perform well at this size,
suggesting that |V | is an important consideration
during pretraining depending on downstream task.
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Limitations

This study only considers the biomedical and general domains; we hypothesize these principles can
be applied to other domains, such as multilingual
machine translation. One particular observation
relevant to our setup is that the general domain
corpus is smaller than that of the target domain,
which should also be considered when extrapolating our findings. Another limitation is that training
of the language models was not performed to completion. However, language modeling effectiveness
was fixed for a fair comparison. These limitations
will be explored in future work.
We are also aware that the fixed perplexity does
not fully disentangle the impacts of vocabulary
overlap and vocabulary size on the downstream
effectiveness. We plan to extend our study with further experiments to ensure the robustness of results
presented here.

7

Conclusions

When applying general domain Transformer language models to specialized ones, the use of sub-

word modeling results causes sub-word overlap
leading to decreased performance. We showed
that increasing the vocabulary size of the model
alleviates this performance penalty and improves
downstream task performance on GENERAL and
BIOMEDICAL benchmarks. Furthermore, we show
that specialized domains improve significantly
from a combination of specialized and general domain pretraining data. Our work is a pilot study
into improving downstream performance on specialized domains with potential application in crossdomain tasks. In the future, we would extend this
study to other applications such as machine translation and cross-lingual language modeling.
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value
benchmark

collection

dataset

BLUE

Wikipedia+PubMED

Chemprot
DDI
HoC
MedNLI
Chemprot
DDI
HoC
MedNLI
Chemprot
DDI
HoC
MedNLI
MRPC
QNLI
QQP
RTE
SST-2
WNLI
MRPC
QNLI
QQP
RTE
SST-2
WNLI
MRPC
QNLI
QQP
RTE
SST-2
WNLI

PubMED

Wikipedia

GLUE

Wikipedia+PubMED

PubMED

Wikipedia

60.0
72.7
83.1
71.5
51.7
66.3
81.7
68.4
56.6
69.3
82.0
70.9
66.9
81.2
85.8
52.7
84.0
43.7
65.0
79.7
86.4
51.3
85.0
56.3
70.8
79.1
86.3
50.5
82.5
56.3

Table 5: Expanded results from Table 3.

8

Determining vocabulary size

Prior to pretraining, when building the wordpiece
tokenizer. We estimated the upper limit of unique
vocabulary tokens based on the assumptions that:
(1) each corpora is english; (2) each corpora shares
no tokens; and, (3) the corpora’s token frequency
follows a zipf distribution (Zipf, 1936). From, (EllegaRd, 1960) (Table 5), we calculated the upper
limit for the vocabulary for each corpus given our
second assumption and summed the result which
gives a combined vocabulary size of approximately
90,000. We extend the vocabulary by an extra
10,000 to determine if our vocabulary size was
sufficient.
8.1

Pretraining Data Experiments

We train separate models for each corpora, namely
Wikipedia, PubMed and the combined corpora of
Wikipedia and PubMed. We use the same training
procedure as in our main experiments, but at a fixed
vocabulary size of 40,000.

8.2

Downstream Tasks

We use the standard GLUE benchmark tasks and
the BLUE language understanding tasks. We describe the BLUE tasks as follows:
Relation Extraction DDI (Herrero-Zazo et al.,
2013), is a medical corpus consisting of texts from
the Drugbank database and MeEDLINE abstracts
annotated by experts for drug-drug interactions.
Chemprot (Krallinger et al., 2017), a classification task for five different chemical-protein interaction categories from PubMed abstracts.
Multilabel classification Hallmarks of Cancers
(HoC) (Baker et al., 2015), a corpus of PubMed
abstracts labeled with one or more of ten cancers.
Inference For inference-based tasks, we use Medical Natural Language Inference (MedNLI) (Johnson et al., 2016a) created from MIMIC-III (Johnson
et al., 2016b) and annotated by radiologists with entailment, neutral and contradiction labels for each
premise-hypothesis pair.
Metrics Generally, for the BLUE tasks, we use
macro averaged F1-score, except for HoC where
we report the micro averaged F1-score similar to
that described in Peng et al. (2019). Evaluation of
the GLUE benchmark is based on GLUE’s official
metrics (Wang et al., 2019a): F1-score for QQP
and MRPC, Pearson and Spearman correlation for
STS-B, Matthew’s Correlation for CoLA, which
measures binary agreement between prediction and
observed from -1 (total disagreement) and +1 (perfect prediction), and accuracy for the remaining
tasks.

9

Minimizing Sub-word overlap

We describe the intuition behind the reduction in
sub-word overlap in more detail here and discuss
some results.
9.1

Definitions

Sub-word overlap is a phenomena wherein tokens
in a sub-word model will exhibit a polysemous,
though it is closer to homonymy, effect where subwords will be shared by words that have different
meanings. To combat this, we scale the vocabulary
size, such that fewer sub-words are shared by different words. Chalkidis et al. (2020) also notes that in
specialized contexts, general domain vocabularies
tend to over-segment specialized terminology, such
as diseases or medications.

|V |

Jaccard Similarity

Num. Overlaps

% Vocab Used

Num. Tokens used in GLUE tasks

Num. Tokens used in BLUE tasks

5000
10000
20000
30000
40000
50000
60000
70000
80000
90000
100000

94.6
87.8
73.8
62.8
54.6
48.2
43.0
38.9
35.6
32.8
30.4

4708
8733
14609
18490
21193
23083
24359
25226
25858
26287
26593

99.5
99.5
99.0
98.2
97.1
95.8
94.4
92.7
90.8
89.1
87.3

4970
9893
19418
28457
37057
45239
53109
60545
67563
74369
80842

4713
8786
14989
19498
22980
25726
27888
29549
30961
32118
33095

Table 6: Detailed results from Table 2, including statistics for the number of unique tokens used the BLUE and
GLUE tasks.

9.2

Measuring Sub-word Overlap

We used Jaccard Index (Jaccard, 1912), to measure the set overlap between the GLUE and BLUE
tasks. We found a decreasing trend in overlap when
increasing vocabulary size, which was correlated
with an increase in downstream task performance.
We found that as vocabulary size increased, more
vocabulary elements were used in terms of absolute quantities for both the GLUE and BLUE tasks.
This could be attributed to fewer words being broken up into sub-word units as vocabulary size increases (Chalkidis et al., 2020).
9.3

Task Vocabulary Sizes

For each task, we used tokenized based on whitespace to approximate the vocabulary size needed
to represent all words in at task (Table 7).
9.4

Discussions

By expanding the vocabulary dimension, fewer
overlaps will occur which is shown in Table 2 as a
proportion of the overall vocabulary size and Jaccard Index. Though, in absolute terms the number
of overlaps increase, suggesting that some overlap between domains does exist and the overlap
percentage being approached is similar to the one
found in Beltagy et al. (2019). This is further reflected in Table 3 where the GLUE tasks perform
similarly when pretrained on either PubMED or
Wikipedia. Suggesting that the pretraining data
on its own has enough data to pretrain a general
domain model.
Although this not hold true for the specialized domain, which requires both the general domain and
specialized domain. Our intuition for pretraining
on both Wikipedia and PubMED simultaneously
is to reduce the catastrophic forgetting effect (McCloskey and Cohen, 1989), which may be present

Task

Unique Vocabulary Elements

CoLA
MNLI
MRPC
QNLI
QQP
RTE
sst-2
sts-b
WNLI

1948
13693
3858
17837
38260
4510
4293
7073
592

biosses
Chemprot
DDI
HoC
MedNLI

362
12385
3280
8288
2840

Table 7: Unique vocabulary elements (whole words delimited by spaces)

in models such as BioBERT (Lee et al., 2019), and
ClinicalBERT (Alsentzer et al., 2019) given that
the models are trained sequentially with medical
corpora.

